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Abstract: At present, there is no suitable instrument available to simulate modeling the thermal 
performance of various areas of our states due to its complicated meteorological behavior. To 
accurately predict the heatwave, we studied the research gaps and the currently ongoing 
research on the prediction of heatwaves. For the prediction of heatwave accurately, we had 
considered two soft computing concepts, a. Rough Set Theory (RST) and b. Support Vector 
Machine. All the ongoing research on the prediction of heatwaves is based on the future 
prediction with an error margin. All the available techniques use a particular pattern of 
heatwave data, and these methods do not apply to vague data. This paper used an innovative 
RST and SVM technique, which can be applied to vague and imprecise data sets to produce 
the best outcomes. These outcomes are validated using a statistical method.  
Keywords: Heat Wave, Rough Set Theory, Support Vector Machine, Soft Computing, 
Statistical method. 
INTRODUCTION 
The expected temperature of the last five-year period (0.75 0C-0.95 0C increase from the 
expected annual report for temperature in the last decade) was an all-time high, according to 
the report from the National Center for Environmental Information of the National Oceanic 
atmospheric administration. Heatwave globally has significantly changed the atmospheric 
condition in the recent past, cumulative the probability and gravity of meteorological and 
abnormal atmospheric conditions [1, 2]. Several researchers have researched social issues using 
the incomplete data set. Das et al. [3] discuss the managerial policy using a rough set. Mishra 
et al. [4] discuss the legal justice for government and Non-Government organizations by using 
Rough Set. Mishra et al. [5] discuss the future and sustainability of educational institutions run 
by private management. Mishra et al. [6] discuss various types of classification using a rough 
set to increase the sustainability of software industries. Nayak et al. [7] discuss the global 
medical challenges of malaria using a rough set. Much research has been conducted on various 
business establishments using rough sets applied to a vague pattern of business data set. Das et 
al. [8] applied the Rough Set technique to Software industries to get significant results about 
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the future outcomes and its sustainability in the long run for cardiac diseases. Das et al. [9] 
discuss the future and remedies for the design of a mathematical model to predict rainfall. 
Mishra et al. [10] analyzed various population parameters of the different business sectors to 
find the exact importance parameter responsible for its development. Mishra et al. [11] discuss 
the development of business logic using a rough set. Park et al. [12] discuss the destruction and 
damage due to heatwaves, and they analyzed the time-series data set of the heatwave to predict 
the damage of heatwaves and methods to overcome these situations. Que et al. [13] used a 
hybrid technique using ANFIS, SVM, and ANN to estimate global solar radiation in a specific 
environment. The significance of solar energy and its utility in developing countries discussed 
by Liu et al. [14] and Besharat et al. [15] emphasized estimating solar energy by many empirical 
correlation techniques and using various meteorological and environmental factors. The 
principle of the satellite-derived technique is capable of approximating cosmological energy 
data taken from a huge geographical region, but it is comparatively novel and may agonize 
from a lack of available data. Weather forecasting using Stochastic weather generators is useful 
for producing daily approximations from significant regulars but not for validating the model 
if restrained data are not present. However, because the insolation data are not easily accessible 
in some locations, many models based on temperature have been discussed, and several 
assessments and changes have afterward been made by Chen et al. [16] and Olatomiwa et al. 
[17]. 
Various soft computing methods have been cast off in the current time for approximation of 
worldwide radiation due to sunlight, with ANFIS and ANN has been providing the most 
significant result. Mohammadi et al. [18] implemented a combination of ANFIS and SVM 
methods to predict worldwide solar radiation, including air temperatures in Bandar Abbas, 
situated in the south of Iran. Piri et al. [19] compared four sunshine periods using experiential 
analysis and the SVM technique to evaluate worldwide solar radiation in two different localities 
of Iran. Ramadan et al. [20] discussed an innovative SVM technique to forecast global solar 
radiation over Teheran, Iran. The SVM_rbf forecasting was compared with various soft 
computing methods like ANN and AIFN. The outcomes confirmed that the SVM_rbf provided 
better results than all hybrid soft computing models. Many research work [21-23] on soft 
computing have predicted different environmental and medical issues. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
This paper uses two concepts: Rough set and SVM; data sets are taken from various regions of 
our state Odisha. The seasonal data concerning heatwaves affecting our environment are 
described in the following table. I.The data was collected randomly from different parts of our 
country. The basic concept of data collection is based on the best available sources. From the 
above table, it is clear that environmental hazards due to heatwaves had a uniform trend 
throughout India. So, we focus our attention on environmental hazards due to heatwaves. In 
this paper, our principal objective is to significantly find the attribute affecting the environment. 
To achieve our result, we used the concept of a rough set [24] and combined it with the 
statistical method. 
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TABLE I. 
 

Date 

Number of Environmental 
hazards due to the heatwave 

in India 

5.03.2019 1032 

16.04.2019 1225 

29.04.2019 1306 

15.06.2019 1225 

17.08.2019 1125 

17.12.2019 925 

18.02.2020 1035 

15.03.2020 1115 

18.10.2020 825 

25.12.2020 778 

  
Background for data analysis 
The analytical part of this work is based on collecting data from various regions of our country. 
The data is present in the table given below: 
 
TABLE II. Survey data related to Various Climate  

States 
Cold 
Wave 

Heavy 
Rainfall 

Heat 
Wave 

Moderate 
Climate 

Low 
Pressure 

High 
Humidity 

Total 

Uttar 
Pradesh 

15000 15000 15000 5000 5000 
5000 60,000 

Andhra 
Pradesh 

5000 15000 15000 15000 15000 
5000 70,000 

West 
Bengal 

15000 15000 10000 20000 5000 
10,000 57,000 

Coastal-
Odisha 

10,000 10000 15000 15000 5000 
10,000 65,000 

Kerala 10,000 15,000 15000 5000 5000 5000 55,000 
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Karnataka 5,000 5,000 15,000 15000 15000 15,000 70,000 

Bihar 15,000 15,000 25,000 15000 15000 15,000 100,000 

Delhi (U.T) 5,000 12,000 8,000 15000 5000 5,000 50,000 

  
The conditional attribute in this case <Cold Wave, Heavy Rainfall, Heatwave, Moderate 
Climate, Low Pressure>. 
 
Further Data analysis 
We use the basic technique of rough set to find the significant attribute which affects the 
environment. To achieve the result, we designed the entire Table-II into a decision-making 
table similar to the rough set decision table, with detail of the rough set described in the 
preceding sections. 
 
Fundamentals of Rough Set 
 The basics of a Rough set are of the form <U, C,{d}> where Universal set (U), conditional 
attribute (C), and decision attributes ({d}). This can be represented in a table called a decision 
table. 

TABLE-III Rough Set (Initial Table) 
VX ax bx cx dx 

VX1 1 4 7 10 

VX2 2 5 8 11 

VX3 3 6 9 12 

In this case, records (V<V1,V2,V3>), conditional  attributes (<asx, bsx, csx>) with values <1 
to 9> and decision attributes (ds) with values <10,11,12>. 
  

TABLE-IV Renaming Conditional Attributes 
Serial 

Number 
Conditional 
Attributes 

Renaming 
conditional 

1 Cold Wave 11 

2 Heavy 
Rainfall 

22 

3 Heat Wave 33 

4 Moderate 
Climate 

44 
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5 Low 
Pressure 

55 

  
The decision attribute decides the most significant attribute responsible for affecting the 
environment among the five attributes described in the above table, renamed dx. The values of 
the conditional attributes are <high, moderate> renamed as <bsx, csx>, the value of the decision 
attributes ‘dsx’ significant & pointless renamed as <1, 2> respectively. 
 
ANALYSIS USING ROUGH SET ALGORITHM 
Algorithm to find the reduct: 
Input: 
 QPR, Conditional Attribute Set, ETM, Decision attribute set,α is the equivalence classes 
concerning R, L is the initial equivalence class.  
Output: R, sets with a unique feature 

i.  D:= { }, R: = { } 
ii. repeat 

iii. D: = R 
iv. ∀ y ∈ (QPR – R ) 
v. if 𝛼 RU{y} ( EMT ) >𝛼R( L ) 

vi. D: = R U {y} 
vii. R: = D 

viii. until 𝛼D( DSL ) = 𝛼SRT( EMT ) 
ix. return D 

To start we had considered 100,000 records initially using statistical approach(correlation) 
technique, we get 6-records, with dissimilar features i.e., <VX1, VX2, VX3, VX4, VX5, VX6> 
for six conditional attributes <11 ,22 ,33, 44, 55> with their values described as High and 
Moderate renamed as bsx, csx as described in table-IV. The decision attribute ds to find the 
significant attributes it's valued <1,2> 
 

TABLE VII. Preliminary Data Table 
VX 11 22 33 44 55 dsx 

VX1 bsx bsx csx csx bsx 1 

VX2 bsx bsx bsx csx bsx 1 

VX3 csx csx bsx bsx bsx 2 

VX4 csx csx csx bsx bsx 2 

VX5 csx csx csx bsx csx 2 

VX6 bsx csx bsx bsx csx 2 

 
II(11)={(rsk1,rsk2,rsk6),(rsk3,rsk4,rsk6)},II(22)={{rsk1,rsk2),(rsk3,rsk4,rsk5,rsk6)},II(33) = 

{(rsk3,rsk4,rsk5),(rsk2,rsk3,rsk6)},II(44) = {{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4,rsk5,rsk6}},II(55) = 

{{rsk1,rsk2,rsk3,rsk4},{rsk5,rsk6}},II(11,22)={{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4,rsk5},rsk6},II(11,33)={{rs

k1},{rsk2,rsk6},{rsk3},{rsk4,rsk5}},II(11,44)={{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk2,rsk6},{rsk3},{rsk4,rsk5}}, 
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II(11,55) = {{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}},II(22,33) 

={{rsk1},{rsk2},{rsk3,rsk6},{rsk4,rsk5}},II(22,44)={{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4,rsk5,rsk6}},II(22,55

)= {{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4},{rsk5,rsk6}}, II(33,44) = 

{{rsk1},{rsk2},{rsk3,rsk6},{rsk4,rsk5}},II(44,55) = {{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4},{rsk5,rsk6}}, 

II(11,22,33) = {{rsk1},{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4,rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(11,33,44) = 

{{rsk1},{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4,rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(11,44,55) = 

{{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(11,22,44) = {{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4,rsk5},{rsk6}}, 

II(11,22,55) = {{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4,rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(11,33,55) = 

{{rsk1},{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4,rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(11,44,55) =  

{{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(22,33,44) = {{rsk1}, 

{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4,rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(22,33,55) = {{rsk1}, {rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}}, 

II(22,44,55) = {{rsk1,rsk2},{rsk3,rsk4},{rsk5,rsk6}}, II(11,22,33,44) = {{rsk1}, 

{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(11,22,33,55) = {{rsk1}, 

{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(11,33,44,55) = {{rsk1}, 

{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}}, II(22,33,44,55) = {{rsk1}, 

{rsk2},{rsk3},{rsk4},{rsk5},{rsk6}}. 

Core={33}, as {33} =∩{Reduct<(1,2,3,4,5)> 
As we get heatwaves to affect the environment significantly in the future. Further, we classify 
the conditional attribute responsible for heatwave magnification. 
 

TABLE VIII  Reduct Table 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Further Analysis Using Rough Set  
 We consider the attributes such as <Industrialization, Air Pollution due to motor vehicles, Lack 
of greenery, Uncontrolled wind speed, and radiation, uses of equipment’s like air conditioner 
& Air Coolers, we rename these conditional attributes as <1,2,3,4,5> and their values are 
renamed as significant as ‘asx’ and insignificant as ‘bsx’, and decision attribute dv and its 
values are noteworthy and pointless as ‘csx’ and ‘dsx’. We applied the Rough set concept to 
the data collected from various parts of our country. Initially, we collected 100,000 data from 
various sources, as described in table-II column-3, using the correlation technique. We had 
divided the entire data set into six dissimilar records such as <AX1, AX2, AX3, AX4, AX5, 
AX6>. 

Serial Number Reduct 

1 (22,33,55) 

2 (11,22,33,44) 

3 (11,22,33,55) 

4 (11,33,44,55) 

5 (22,33,44,55) 
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TABLE IX. Data Table for Heatwave 

AX 1 2 3 4 5 dsx 

AX1 asx asx bsx bsx asx csx 

AX2 asx asx asx bsx asx csx 

AX3 bsx bsx asx asx asx dsx 

AX4 bsx bsx bsx asx asx dsx 

AX5 bsx bsx bsx asx bsx dsx 

AX6 asx bsx asx asx bsx dsx 

Finding the reduct similar to the analysis performed in section-3.2, we got the core as 
conditional attribute-3, i.e., Lack of greenery is a major issue in incrementing a heatwave. 
Although there are several natural ways to preserve the greenery, advanced technology must 
be implemented to preserve the greenery for a long period. 
 
Statistical validation 
We applied the chi-square distribution (Statistical test) to validate our claim. We prefer chi-
square distribution over another statistical test as it is a non-parametric test that does not follow 
any particular distribution. 
H0(Null Hypothesis)-: There is no significance of least amount greenery (increment of heat 
wave) 
H1(Alternate Hypothesis)-: Lack of greenery has strong significance increment of heat wave 
Observations Samples are 10,10,15,10,15,15,5,5,10,5 
Expected Samples are: 10%, 10%, 20%, 25%, 10%, 10%, 15%, 15%, 10%, 15%. 
Expected Values are: 10,10,20,25,10,10,15.15,10,15 

 2

2 Observed value-Expected values
χ

Expected values
 = 32.3 

 2 0.05,9 16.919   tabular chi-square value as 2 2
calculated tableχ  greater than χ  so rejected the 

null hypothesis and accept the alternate hypothesis. 
 
Concluding Remarks and Future Scope 
In this our major thrust to find significant attribute responsible for environmental hazard, by 
using the rough set technique, we found that heatwave is the conditional attribute mainly 
responsible for environmental hazards, by further classification about heatwave we found that 
Lack of greenery will increase the heatwave in the future. Although the survey was conducted 
on sampling distribution, we expect this result to signify the population as we collected our 
sample in a heterogeneous environment. This concept can apply to various domains like wind 
speed predictions, rainfall prediction, and various meteorological phenomena.   
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